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Abstract
Pakistan is a long way behind in the ground of administration, as the comparable is shown from the World Reports on administration. Pakistan’s government has been worried for the improvement of its institutional and human ability to improve the livelihoods of normal residents since its establishment. This scramble for advancement in the regular daily existence of its residents is assessed by the degree of good administration in the country. There is an urgent need for Pakistan to make effective measures and arrangement for the improvement of good governance and efficient administrative practices. The rule of law, energy, economy, political dependability and public administration are the essential administration worries in Pakistan, which need comprehensive strategy required. The main objective and purpose of this research paper are to highlight and discuss the previous and current issues and problems of governance in Pakistan and how these issues are affecting political, social, justice and economic condition of Pakistan. The paper is also elaborating the measures and steps which are proposed for good governance in Pakistan. This research paper is also examining the socio-political framework of Pakistan.
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Introduction
The governance is old like a human civilization. The word governance is Greek in language which means to steer. Governance can be defined to refer as the courses and procedures which are planned to make sure about the answerability, precision, responsiveness, decree of act, stability, fair play and comprehensiveness, empowerment, and broad-based participation. It depicts the standards, ethics and regulations of the system by which civic matters can be done in a way which are translucent, participatory, comprehensive and approachable (Batool, 2014).
In straightforward term, it is the strategy for dynamic and the game-plan by which it is carried out or not. Administration center around merit, law and order, equity, exercise of monetary, political and authoritative expert in any state. It is the key for development, advancement and decrease in destitution. It is the capacity of government how to develop and uphold rules and to convey administrations, whether or not that administration is majority rule or not (Kamal, 1988). Pakistan needs to survey and re-examine its arrangements to make effective and efficient administration practices (Wikipedia, 2015).

During the democratic regimes of government in Pakistan, which were too costly for common citizens of Pakistan in terms of economical, trade, transportation, health, education, daily life essentialities and living aspect. Despite of all efforts made by Public Administrators, Pakistan has declined in economic growth, political and good governance. The basic sectors of societal aspects also affected adversely which raised crisis and puts poor impact on each Pakistani citizen. However, the democratically elected governments made a lot of efforts for upsurge the lives of common man but all in vain.

The Government has gone to curative measures in hierarchical bodies, framework, efficient help at grass root level, wellbeing and instruction, advanced education and expert turn of events, market proficiency, Foreign Direct Investment, monetary market improvement, imaginative innovations at some degree, however, because of fast change at worldwide level, Pakistan has not satisfied the reasonable guideline (PILDAT, 2013). This depicts a terrible image of administration at public and global level. The errand of overseeing assorted, regularly fuming enormous populaces is presently not simple or straightforward. Pakistan needs to correct its deficiencies in pollution control, accountability and organizational deficiencies through its legal structure to ensure good governance. Pakistan can achieve good governance by presenting coordinated efforts in the midst of people like dignity, managers and foundations, apart from financial support and implementing appropriate approach measures (Ziring, 2003). In addition, this study incorporated with the current situation, its reasons and impacts, societal aspects, fiscal effects, tactical side, the dilemma of common and how course of action would be employed for making institutional reforms and upsurge t High-quality authority is concerning with the course for developing and employing the decisions. That is not relevant with the development of accurate decisions, however, other than about to the finest probable procedure for constructing those decisions. he lives of common citizens (Yang, 2005).

High-quality of formulating the decisions, and therefore good governance, contribute to numerous distinctiveness (Tamayao, 2014). Each have a affirmative outcome on many features of local government having consultation plans and practices, meeting procedures, service quality protocols, councilor and officer conduct, role clarification and good working relationships. During year 1992 report titled —Governance and Development, the World Bank stated its definition about the high-quality governance. Which is narrated as, the mode in which authority is put into effect in the managing of economy and society of a state for the growth (Stolle, 2007). The details of this report described that World Bank’s interest in governance develops from its apprehension for the
sustainability of the projects in which it helps finance. It stated that sustainable growth can only possible if an expected and translucent scaffold of policies and organizations exist to the carry out personal and public business. The core of high-quality governance has stated as conventional, unwrapped and progressive policies, jointly with an establishment imbued with a qualified ethics and an executive arm of government accountable for its actions (Khan, 2002). The entire essentials exist in a well-built social order participating in community dealings, in which every participant of social order perform his/her duties below the decree of regulation. In analyzing governance, the World Bank illustrated clearly the directions of politics and economy. World Bank’s directive is the endorsement of sustainable growth and high-quality governance which is absolutely relevant with the societal and economic developments and particularly to the World Bank’s primary aim of scarcity lessening in the developing countries. The World Bank acknowledged three distinctive parts of governance: (a) the type of the political system; (b) the procedure through which power is put into effect in the organization of a state’s financial and public resources for growth; and (c) the capability of management to devise, prepare and execute plans and carryout the official tasks. The foremost feature is supposed to be not included in the World Bank’ directive, therefore its focal point has on the second and third parts (World Bank, 2005).

Pakistan appeared on the grounds of Two Nations Theory (Shehab, 1990). This idea helped the Muslims of Sub Continent to accomplish their separate country and illustrated the Muslim Nationalism which produce the Pakistan Movement and prompted the possible arrangement of Pakistan in 1947 (Hussain & Hussain, 1993). All the social, language, commonplace and order-based gatherings were joined for an independent country. The all-out triumph for Muslim League in 1947, NWFP mandate on the Pakistan question demonstrates general concurrence on Pakistani patriotism around then (Taj & Baker, 2018). The spark of patriotism can hence, be found in the establishments of Pakistan from the earliest starting point. The political leaders of Pakistan set up the country to give open and free climate for the purpose of providing open and free environment to its people in which they could live. Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah's discourses were direction to the state apparatus in which he focused on working on the existences of ordinary citizens. He obviously named great administration is the main instrument through which Pakistan can settle all its farfetched issues. Progressive political pioneers made an honest effort to fill the yearnings of Quaid e Azam, however they couldn't prevail in it because of their political youthfulness, and powerless financial state of the country (Sahni, 1969). From 1947 to next five decades, Pakistan faced the turbulence in form of Government. During this period democratic values were destroyed by dictators in order to gain the powers. On October 12, 1999, General Pervez Musharraf enforced the military rule in Pakistan and suspend the constitution. The governance was once again in vulnerable condition all over the country despite of his saying and more concentration of the administration. In this era, Pakistan suffered with the terrorism and also contributed in war on terror that put adverse impact on foreign policy, economic, social and political sector of Pakistan.

The democracy was restored in 2008 when Pakistan People’s Party won the election after the life scarification of Benazir Bhutto (the first female prime minister of Muslim World) and formulated the
government at central level and also in Sindh province (Chaudhry, Malik, Khan & Rasool, 2009). Though, the dream of high-quality governance was nightmare in this era. During this tenure the powers were misused at full extent by the authoritarians. This political party broke the record for blunder, fumble and failure, slacking Pakistan socially and monetarily. After the 2013 elections, administration appears to have started to improve. This wonder was relied upon to bring different monetary and social bailouts to individuals, however nothing occurred and the Pakistani public was not satisfied with the authority’s decisions. The feelings of these individuals were utilized by ideological groups in the 2018 decisions. The PTI government came to control with the motto, "Governance is a key player for growth of country ". However, after spending eighteen months in government, the governance setup was not overhauled. It is the need of time to Pakistan makes sure to revamp its political setup, economy augmentation and societal development.

The politics in the Pakistan has impacted by the following factors including global pressure, incorporation, and introduction of technology, monetary development and social advancement (Cheema, Mohmand & Liaqat, 2017). The explanation is that Pakistani political administration has not gained from their past botches. Presently once more, when imposing difficulties have encircled Pakistan, some force hunger lawmakers are attempting to bring down the chosen regime on the affection of huge gear in the 2018 Elections. Till this political reasoning wins, Pakistan can't emerge the fantasy of high-quality administration (Hussain, 2008). Boundaries of high-quality governance, globalization, consolidation and development in innovation are the components that be able to modify the political mores after some time. As of late, eighteenth revision in the charter of country somewhere it engaged regions for extra independence and self-administration that has accumulated and expanded the assurances and basic common and political freedoms i.e. opportunity of get together, opportunity of affiliation, the right to speak freely of discourse and the permission to get the information. Due to presence of these guarantees in the constitution, thriving participatory mores ought to have been advanced (Hussain, 2018). However, remorsefully, our systems had diminished these keys of freedom. There are a ton of obstacles on the people for the establishment of good governance. In political record of country, community fights and get-togethers have been banned; common culture has been much of the time kept and political stress has been utilized on opposite political parties to put on right path.

However, the common social order is high-quality Governance in the country: Factors, Reasons and Controls relating the large number and polygonal distributions created among bunches on politics, racial and partisan premise. It achieved generally speaking disappointment and prompted end to arise as together and solid voice (Nunkoo, Ribeiro, Sunnassee & Gursoy, 2018). The egotism of political rules have eccentric towards common people and NGOs, being often useful and dangerous also to NGOs and to such bodies. Generally, the support of the people in administration has been missing or fractional for all intents and purposes, yet might be found in papers hypothetically; nonetheless, conflict to non-majority rule legislatures has consistently been presented (Toru, Ali & Ahmad, 2019). The job of common public have not in such significant in former governments either armed force rule or democratic however it turned out to be more noticeable in the era of General Musharraf also
subsequent to him, the innovative zeniths have recoded (FAFEN Report, 2016). Presently, an interest society is taking profound roots in the general public because of general dismay of the people against futile administration, broad defilement and falling apart rule of peace and law circumstance. What it is for sure comprises precisely the great administration is debate able yet, but there are eight generally perceived components of governance used at the worldwide, even though some of them have common characteristics. These components comprised of involvement, law and order, straightforwardness, and responsiveness. Notwithstanding them justice, fair play, adequacy and effectiveness, responsibility, and tactical vision are too important for it. The nations that are acceptable at these markers, their administration is named 'acceptable'. In addition, based on these administration markers, the international financial institute, money lending foreign sector, also the agency of UNO checks each state in its societal, monetary and governmental sectors(Punjab Local Government Act, 2019).

**Hypothesis**

The current research is an attempt to examine the challenges of Governance in Pakistan which depicted that how it affected the good governance in Pakistan and developmental procedure in the society.

**PURPOSE OF THE STUDY**

The objectives of the study are:

- Impact of Public policies for betterment of society
- Ways to augment the lives of common man in Pakistan
- Identify the gaps between the policy formulation and implementation
- Role of Governance and Pakistani nationals
- Influential groups on Governance
- Challenges of Public Administration in Pakistan

**PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNANCE**

- beneficial organization
- task driven
- tactical judgment
- Culture of query
- autonomous mindedness
- philosophy of precision
- fulfillment with honesty
- supporting assets
- Results-oriented
- International board practices
- Continuous learning
Revitalization

During year 1994 report about the Governance: The World Bank’s has provided four specific aspects, that offers a pattern through that its governance work can be evaluated:

Managing the Community
It is the mainly readily acknowledged element of the World Bank’s governance work. The language of public-sector management is mainly technological, altering the organizational configuration of a sector agency to reproduce new goals, make financial work better, sharpen the civil-service objectives and insertion of public-enterprise managers according to performance contracts (Aron, 2000).

Answerability
All entities of the governmental system are liable for their doings.

Authorized Scaffold for Growth
Suitable authorized and lawful arrangements should be created which gives steadiness and certainty that are the necessary fundamentals in making the financial atmosphere in which business risks may be logically assessed.

Lucidity and Information
The idea of precision and information encompass the high-quality governance and strengthen the liability. Right to get information for a range of players in the market is vital to a cutthroat market economy. The key factors affecting effective resource use in the pursuit of the ultimate goal of poverty reduction. There are four key factors within a beneficiary state: (a) macroeconomic policies; (b) structural policies; (c) policies for reducing inequality; and (d) governance and public-sector performance (Botchway, 2000). High-quality governance includes the subsistence of effectual methods, processes and institutions, by that residents and groups coherent their interests, put into effect their lawful rights, assemble their obligations and arbitrate their differences. The important distinctiveness are:

- **Involvement.** Every citizen should contribute in the decision-making process, either straightforwardly or by lawful intermediary organizations which symbolize their interests. This large participation is constructing on freedom of association and speech, as well as on the capability to contribute gainfully.

- **Law of Decree.** Lawful frameworks should be transparent and forced neutrally, specifically the laws on human rights.

- **Transparency.** The notion has constructed on the open stream of information. Processes,
institutions and information should be straightforwardly reachable to those apprehensions, and sufficient information should be providing to render them explicable.

- **Receptiveness.** Organizations and plans must helpful and hand out all stakeholders.

- **Consensus Orientation.** High-quality governance should intervene conflicting interests in order to attain extensive consents on the best interests of the factions and, where possible, on policies and procedures.

- **Fair play.** All men and women should have equivalent chances to uphold or develop their well-being.

- **Effectiveness and efficiency.** Processes and institutions should generate consequences that meet up needs while making the finest utilize of resources.

- **Accountability.** Decision-makers in governmental setup, the private sector and the social order organizations should be answerable to the community as well as to institutional stakeholders. This accountability differs depending on the organization and whether the decision is interior or peripheral to an organization.

- **Strategic Vision.** Leaders and the public should have a wide and long-term viewpoint on high-quality governance and individual growth, together with a logic of what is needed for such growth. There should also be an understanding of the historical, civilizing and community complexities in which that perspective is grounded.

**CRISIS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE AND FAILURE OF CORRUPTION PREVENTION IN PAKISTAN**

While corruption has grown exponentially in Pakistan, attempts to improve governance are weak and spotted, resulting in stunted growth and missed opportunities. In the context of the leaked Panama Papers, both Pakistan's ruling and opposition parties have filed serious corruption charges with each other. The judiciary faces serious difficulties in conducting fair investigations due to all sorts of pressure from established stakeholders, but it plays a role in making decisions on this issue. Huge corruption scandals of astounding dimension surface on a regular basis, often revealing collusion between top political leadership and bureaucracy.

However, perpetrators of large-scale corruption are rarely punished according to the scale of their crimes because of widespread trivial corruption in government and justice. Law and order are collapsing as police made corruption and too lengthy court trials are widespread. In short, influential, wealthy and powerful people have a chance to escape whatever they do if they pay the right price at
the right time. Tolerates general corruption in Pakistan's society, and as a result, Global Integrity Score Even though his card has a strong anti-corruption legal framework, the implementation of anti-corruption policies in Pakistan fails to prevent corruption. This is clear from the global governance indicators dataset. This dataset shows the management of corruption as Pakistan's second weakest area of governance after the absence of terrorism. The slight increase in corruption management in 2015 since 2010 has been offset by a slight deterioration in the rule of law over the same period. Sluggish involvement of people or less interest of public to contribute is an issue which is barrier for the high-quality governance in Pakistan. The large number of people are not a lot awareness of own participatory rights, consequently they don’t continue to keep check and balance on government executives, have not put influences also have not pressurize the management to implement lawful privileges for them. In Corruption cases like Foreign Funding Case, Tosha Khana, Malik Riaz Property case and Qadir Trust, Imran Khan and his wife Bushra Bibi refused to appear before courts and Investigation agencies, both are using delaying tactics with the conveyance of judiciary. The courts totally failed to trail and proceed against Imran Khan.

Law commandment is a crucial part of high-quality governance that make sure equivalent prospect in an independent state. It upholds individual rights and offer fortification to the minorities in the general public. By this way, neutrality and even official structure come into being. The courts take part a vital role for implementation of law in the state beside among the police and persecution departments. Thus, a freedom of judges has accentuated in the well governed social order. The condition of decree of regulation has always been in hitch and declined right through the freedom. The association by legal representatives in 2007 appeared bit momentous, however this has vanished publicity for the decree of regulation subsequent to the reinstatement of judges. Inside the country, rule commandment has been restricted to conservative theory of regulation imposing and inner protection to deal the safety intimidations, removal and curb the offences. Although regulation of act and functions inside the country fail to notice the fundamental basics that are transparency; answerability in the light of law; equivalent, immediately and comprehensible use of law; acknowledgment and guard of essential individual rights; and unbiased and reachable disagreement decision.

CONCLUSION

Pakistan's political history is at stake, and the lack of a rule-of-law dispute between the Pakistani Federation and its states, political instability, and the non-serious behavior of rulers have caused havoc in the country. The Pakistani government has always been a shuttle between the military government and the civilian government. After the death of Quaid-i-Azam, no ruler has succeeded in properly governing Pakistan. Some members of the elite government are assisted by civil and military bureaucracy to form political parties. This increased the distance between rulers. Elimination of the root cause in the field of socio-economic factors at the micro and macro levels was imminent. Overall, the Eighteenth Amendment secured the role of Parliament in the legislature. In economics, the Ayub government improved GDP, the Bhutto administration was slow, General Zia ul Haq promoted
Islamization, and used the eighth amendment to amend the 1973 Constitution, but all ignored the public interest. Since 9/11, the Musharaf administration has improved diplomatic relations and economies with various countries. During Zardari's reign, development indicators showed a bad proportion in the socio-economic sector. The Zardari government is also making better progress between the Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline, and the Gwadar Port Agreement is one example.

Great administration is a far reaching and troublesome idea to comprehend. It contains a few interrelated components. It just so happens; political and social components rule behind the great administration measure. The current managerial circumstance in Pakistan isn't acceptable.

As of now, Pakistan is popularity based or unrivaled, with standardized ideological groups, absence of responsibility and straightforwardness, absence of law and order, incapable authority, inadequate political frameworks, uncontrolled debasement, wild neediness, and so on, there are many difficulties en route to administration.

SUGGESTIONS TO SET UP HIGH-QUALITY GOVERNANCE IN PAKISTAN AUTHENTICITY
High-quality administration assumes a real government, an administration chose through free and reasonable decisions. A domineering or ill-conceived government can't show monetary turn of events. Consequently, an oppressive or ill-conceived government is an antipathy for great administration.

SECURING HUMAN RIGHTS
This Important proposal great administration ensures basic liberties. It isn't feasible for law authorization organizations to decide if demise, torment, or debasing casualties keep on being treated in care.

LAW AND ORDER
Law and order imply that all residents, paying little mind to race, religion, sexual orientation or political view, are equivalent under the steady gaze of the law and reserve the privilege to rise to legitimate security.

LEGAL EXECUTIVE ACTIVISM
To enhance the high-quality governance, the high-level Judicial system should approach with its self-consent to practice the freedoms of an individual or authority for the public great.

Decentralization: The best position to plan and execute improvement projects and activate assets ought to be conveyed to various degrees of nearby legislatures.

Straightforwardness: To set up great administration, states should be straightforward and individuals need simple admittance to data.
Defilement Reduction: Corruption and great administration can't exist together. Hostile to debasement boards of trustees ought to be shaped by legit and fearless individuals to threaten degenerate components. It requires its own insight unit to gather data about defilement and doesn't depend exclusively on charges.

Surveillance on Media: Printed matter and electronic media, lively considerate society, and mindful resistance can shape popular assessment to control maltreatment of force as indicated by the principles and their allies.

REGULATORY CULTURE
If the arrangement, move and advancement of government workers is done by clear norms and their obligations are satisfactorily secured by law, they won't be utilized to help the gatherings/people. Government employees should keep up with reasonableness, a significant element of the administration, which ensures great administration in Pakistan.

RESPONSIBILITY
Accountability is a sign of good administration, and its need makes debasement and empowers abundance and overabundance of state organization.

EFFICIENCY
Productivity, a vital component of good administration, doesn't rely upon outer variables, however on legitimate enlistment, preparing, tasks and advancements dependent on benefits.

POLITICAL CULTURE
Political culture affects great administration. The achievement of majority rule government unavoidably relies upon our real examples of conduct and our political and social capacities. It additionally ensures great administration of our country.
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